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Welcome to the museum of materials failure.
Your guide is Mehrooz Zamanzadeh.
You’ll notice you’re in an unconventional space — a conference room inside Matergenics Inc., his
consulting company in a nondescript suburban office building in Robinson.
Perhaps that’s fitting — failure is ubiquitous and mundane, so no grand hall is necessary.
Also, all failure is a consequence of human error, Mr. Zamanzadeh will explain. You won’t read that in
textbooks, “but this is the truth,” he said.
Please be advised that when you get inside the room, you may touch the jagged pipes and sawed-off pieces
of corroded metal you see in the glass cases. But do be gentle: The museum is the accumulation of Mr.
Zamanzadeh’s entire career in corrosion engineering and failure analysis.
He’s authored hundreds of detailed reports to companies that hire him to figure out what went wrong
during a building collapse or a pipeline rupture, sending his findings into the ether.
Wouldn’t it be great to have a place to unite all that failure under one roof — stripped of company names,
stripped of shame and liability and public relations anxieties?
Who does he envision visiting a one-room “museum” of grotesque metal? He says anyone who is curious
about how stuff works.
“Why? Because these failures will be repeated.”
Goal-oriented visitors might consider a scavenger hunt. Here are some ideas to get you started.
• An engine that was shut down midflight because it was contaminated by leaking oil.
• A piece of a purple pole from Disneyland.
• A tin-coated roof shingle from Thomas Jefferson’s original estate in Monticello, Va.

• A piece of a transmission tower that cracked in California a few years ago. It got cold and became brittle,
just like the hull of the Titanic, Mr. Zamanzadeh can tell you. “It has happened many times in history, and
it’s still happening.”
• Anodes that are used to pump electrons to buried metal as a way of preventing or slowing corrosion. Did
you know an anode protects the Fred Rogers statue on the North Shore?
• An image of a pole from the parking lot of Pittsburgh International Airport that corroded and fell on a
parked brand new BMW.
There are industries where failure has some sort of cachet: Tech entrepreneurs, especially those who’ve
succeeded mightily, may grace their admirers with a TED Talk on the importance of failing.
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For obvious reasons, that’s not the attitude of utilities and infrastructure firms.
If an app fails, it could take a financial and even mental toll on its users. If a bridge fails, it could cost lives.
A horrific scene may be splashed across newspaper pages, but the root cause report likely won’t be.
In many cases, it will never be made public, Mr. Zamanzadeh said. How many times has he served as an
expert witness with that expertise locked away in a civil settlement? How, then, will the rest of us know
what not to do in the future?
Samuel West, who founded another Museum of Failure, which lovingly showcases consumer flops (e.g.
Harley-Davidson eau de toilette), has charged that “very few companies and organizations learn from
their mistakes.”

“We need to be better at learning from failure instead of sweeping things under the carpet and
disassociating ourselves from failures,” Mr. West said.
For those of you who arrived in Robinson intending to visit Mr. West’s Museum of Failure, head about
4,100 miles east to Sweden.
To schedule a tour of Matergenics’ gallery of failure, call “Dr. Zee” at 412-952-9441 or email
zee@matergenics.com.
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